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C’Na Tara is an intuitive empath devoted to healing and activating chakras, energetic systems, groups 
and timelines. She has been developing her abilities for over 30 years and enjoys creating harmony in 
star seeds, light beings, tribes, families, humans and all creatures alike. She has undergone a myriad of 
growth cycles both galactically and Earth based that has enabled her to hone her skills and provide 
consult in human, spirit and galactic forms. Her ability to relate to those seeking consult on a visceral 
level allows for profound connection, trust, activation and growth. Her timeline/genetic healing includes 
“black eyed children”, Turbulent Entities, Children, Targeted Beings, Families and Business Entities.  Tara 
does readings and assessments per request. Her work is discreet and professional with a varied 
methodology. The goal is always to harmonize and heal on multiple levels the Mind, Body and Spirit.  

  

A Message on Karma for all Beings  

  

Karma is an ancient concept that was translated into terms that can verbalize an ancient tradition for 
human understanding and pass that lesson on for those wishing to achieve Harmonic Balance in their 
self‐contained Universe which, in encountering the Journey each Soul Chooses, requires constant 
adaptation and “Esoteric” thought. Unfortunately, there is a vague concept of Karma that is infesting the 
mindset of the arising contemporary culture. It uses Karma as a tangible term inferring Revenge. While 
Karma is not a dish served best cold, it can in some cases be a physical act that a human being takes, or 
any being for that matter, the question really is perspective. For that, one has to remain emotionally 
detached to an extent that is difficult yet not impossible….nothing is impossible. The problem is, not 
many people are willing to open their minds to another being. It takes time, insight and empathy. Those 
who are intuitive empaths generally struggle when they accomplish this because they will take on the 
other person’s view and become confused. Knowing truth when society requires a mask is challenging 
screen of duality.  

Karma is Universal Flow. Not a form of human Justice. Human Justice is based on human law. Human law 
is Man based. Man based law that is Steeped in culture, ritual, history, domination, rhetoric and 
sacrifice. Those laws and their application to the human life form effects the families, communities, 
cities, states, countries, continents, World, Star System, Star Groups and Galactic Systems. Vise Versa 
goes without saying. As is above, so is below. When a human being makes a choice to do something in 
the name of Karmic Justice they are assuming that their effect will harmonize all the aforementioned. 
Assumptions on that scale requires a vast knowledge, exceptional instinct, objectivity, choice, gumption, 
execution and consequence. Something that is easily taken for granted by those who choose to follow 
instead of lead. A group is made up of followers, and there is power in numbers. But, there is only power 
in one if that power is given. Should the collective turn it’s back on the leaders, you have a leader no 
more. You have chaos, until someone or some force steps in. One of the followers becomes a leader or 
an outside force takes advantage of the chaos, feeds on it and appoints itself. It’s easy to take control in 



chaos, not as easy to restore and maintain peace. What’s good in conflict may not have the same hold in 
peace. There are many roles in all “civilized”societies. True heros have no mention, they do what is right 
for no reason other than they are acknowledging what is good for the collective in which they identify 
with the most. Whatever their place on the hierarchy. 

Ancient terms and symbols can change their meanings over time for varying reasons. Generally pop 
culture has the greatest effect as it involves the youth more predominately. The youth are in turn 
effected by their DNA and how it is nurtured over the span of their lifetimes. They say Zen is 
accomplished simply by planting a seed, tending to it and watching it grow. That thought can be applied 
to systems of thought encumbered by misrepresentation of intention. Look what the Nazi’s did with the 
ancient symbol of the Swastika. The Swastika goes back to Neolithic origins and means “well‐being” or 
“so be it”. It is found globally, from Europe to North and South America.  A very far cry from our visceral, 
indoctrinated thought process upon sight of the Swastika. Most American born humans will identify the 
symbol with the following: Hitler, WWII (as learned from school, Movies and internet ), Antisemitism, 
Aerian Superiority, Concentration Camps, Genocide, Suffering, etc. Simply said, there is a lot of Human 
emotion associated with that symbol. That once clandestine symbol takes on new meaning, period. The 
meaning is seemingly Negative, or “Bad”. Some venture to the term “Dark”. But, what if the course of 
history played out differently. What if, Germany was the victor of World War II and Adolf Hitler 
accomplished a Global German Nation? If we are seemingly born into that world, we know nothing else. 
That is our comfort zone. That symbol has a new meaning. A meaning of united in honor and pride. 
That’s what the Nasi Party seemingly identified it with. (One might say that they Karmically “lost” that 
battle). Point being, because our history is now different so also is our interpretation of the Swastika. 
Every human being has a different history from their birth. It is very difficult to understand another 
being’s perspective as an outsider. Should one act with the idea that they are Karmically Just, they are 
taking a great deal for granted. They are playing master of the Universe. Their universe, in their 
perspective that resulted from their history. How can one individual human possibly decide what is Just 
across a spectrum of realities? There are some serious conflicts of interest. Energetic systems do provide 
some representatives with the authority and Privilege to assume such knowledge. They are trusted with 
such abilities. They exist at every level human and non‐human systems have them. Their actions, 
reactions, and lack of actions start with a choice. That choice is made by their mind, their mind works in 
conjunction with their body and spirit/ higher self/ past self‐etc and extends out like branches of a tree.. 
Remember however, what’s good for the goose is not always good for the gander. Be careful who makes 
or influences your choices or lack thereof. Their ideas of Karma and Justice are different to every being.  
Perhaps your branch should venture in a different direction. Consider your sources wisely. Know your 
sources. Karma is a beautiful galactic law. Be one with it. Take action in proper opportunities with love 
and light in your heart and recognize when you receive that light back. Appreciate the process. Maybe 
you could decide to become the branch that reaches for the light, while the others have adapted to their 
positions and levels of varying shade.  

There are also a lot of Light Being, Star Children, Children of Indigo, Hybrids, Watchers and 
Cunning Women that are receiving downloads that as humans usually take on a very Superficial level. Or 
perhaps, to justify whatever life choices they make with their God like behavior. One thing to remember 
is that we are members of the creative collective called Man on a planet, called Gaia/ Tara/ Earth etc. 
The terms don’t matter as much as the intention and honesty with one’s respect to Self Reflection, 



Balance and perspective. This is a difficult phase. It requires one to activate human DNA’s connection to 
a supposedly “non‐ human” or “non‐ existent” sense and the latent abilities that are associated. One 
needs to have the confidence to defy convention and tradition to mold their own Universe . One must 
learn, and grow their newfound abilities of cognition, empathy, manifestation, and all the extensions 
there on. They also must acknowledge they have a gift, the gift of free will and choice. That gift is a huge 
responsibility. It requires the acknowledgement that to stand in light we will inevitably cast dark 
shadows. How we balance that light and shadow is our Choice. Our gift. It requires patience, 
observation, love, honesty and prospective.  It also implies that you have a responsibility to your 
gifts….regardless of variation of said “gifts”. 

  


